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Letter from the Editor
When we first conceived of Second Slice, we

really didn’t have the foggiest of ideas where it
was headed. Would it just be a compilation of our
own thoughts? Would anyone read it? We didn’t
know. All we knew was that virtual world marketers needed a voice.
Now, here we are. The first issue is out and I
personally can’t believe how well it’s turned out.
For starters, the wonderful Kate Trgovac has
honored us by contributing Our New Competition … Indigenous Fashion Marketers in Second
Life. The first installment of a multi-part series,
every marketer considering entering the virtual
space needs to read this piece.
Sarah “Intellagirl” Robbins offers us a clear
understanding of how virtual worlds fit in the big
picture of what we lovingly call Web 2.0.
Nic Mitham pipes up with his characteristic analytical mind, providing us with solid facts
about retail spaces in-world.
Evelyne Gervais, my partner in crime, talks
intimately about the importance of seeing ourselves not only as marketers, but as part of a community.
To to ppff all this great content, Joseph Jaffe
and John Wall both wrote top-notch blog postings in defence of virtual worlds, and have been
gracious enough to let us share them with you
here.
All in all, I’m very proud of what we’ve put
together for you here.
Every month, we’re planning on bringing you
this compilation of the very best of the best

in critical marketing thought. Stick with us and
you’ll earn a free education on what it takes to
succeed in virtual worlds.
From Second Life to There, from the innocent Habbo Hotel to the not-so-innocent Red
Light Centre, virtual worlds are exploding. My
crystal ball tells me going virtual will one day be
viewed as one of the greatest developments of the
decade.
It’s going to be a wild ride.
Of course, Second Slice cannot reach its potential without you, the readers. We hope, truly
and sincerely, that you’ll jump into virtual worlds,
start experimenting, and share your experiences
with the community. We want your contributions! Don’t be shy. Social media has tought us
the power of conversations, and this magazine
cannot be a conversation if we don’t hear from
you. On the last page, there is more information
on how you can become a contributor.
On a final note, other than a tiny print zine
I worked on in high school called Troublemaker,
I’ve never published a magazine before. If you
notice any technical issues or have any advice or
criticism, please let me know.
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Get Real

more comfortable being themselves in Second Life. It’s a place where you can let different parts of you that are hidden in real life shine through. Maybe one way of healing
this disconnection is by embracing it and facing it head on. I believe that this is why

Hugs, conversations, and the new marketing

virtual worlds are becoming so popular. We live in a world where we are afraid to re-

by Evelyne Gervais

rate houses and work in separate cubicles, but we cannot escape our social nature as

ally talk to each other, so we are finding ways to get past that. We may live in our sepahuman beings.

If anyone has read my latest blog post*, you’ll know that I’ve been inspired to join the

The same thing is happening in our industry. The old way of interruption marketing

free hugs campaign. Zeno was also excited about it, and the other night I was watching

isn’t working so well anymore. The buzz these days is all about social media and how

him give out free hugs to people in Second Life.

it’s changing the game. Many people seem to be afraid of this. I guess it’s natural;
when things change drastically, time is needed to adjust. I do think that some are mak-

Almost immediately, someone asked what he’s advertising for. I was sad to realize that

ing it much more difficult than it needs to be. Sure, we have to figure out which ways

even a hug is seen with a price tag. However, we did invite people to our office if they

are best to market in this new way, but social media itself is a very simple concept. It’s

want a hug and even someone to talk to if they need it, so I guess we are using this to

about socializing and realizing that everybody is a marketer. Just because we specialize

market ourselves.

in marketing, it doesn’t mean that we’re somehow special. The methods of marketing
are quite simple; we have decided to help others do the work they don’t have the time

I do sincerely want to connect with people, so how do I bridge the gap between want-

or energy for. It has been a great illusion that companies have the power over consum-

ing to be sincere and wanting to market myself? Just because I’m a marketer, it doesn’t

ers. I actually really dislike the word ‘consumer’. The word consume makes me feel

mean that I don’t see how marketing disconnects us from the things we consume (in-

like we’re hungry vultures fighting to eat ourselves to death. What we’re really doing

deed, maybe as marketers we are more aware of this). We have allowed others to do

is enjoying life and everything it has to offer. We are all responsible for the choices we

and make things for us and essentially, we have given permission for companies to

make and the companies that exist. As we move towards a new way of thinking, a re-

market to us. This does fragment our experience of life, as we don’t have to really think

alization that there is no dualism between marketer and human being, hopefully a new

about where our products come from and how they are produced. There is the same

ethical way of our spending habits will occur. The disconnect will begin to heal and we

kind of disconnect in Second Life; we walk around in these unreal bodies, we shop for

will once again be conscious of where our products come from.

unreal clothes (very seriously I might add :) ) and worry about getting new animations
so that we don’t seem like a noob.

I promise, all of this jibber jabber does relate to Second Life! The new way of marketing has naturally sprung up in this virtual world. It hasn’t been by marketing special-

Perhaps this disconnect is inevitable. But maybe it’s also an illusion. In Second Life,

ists, but by its residents. We are becoming conscious of our own marketing powers.

we are sitting in front of a computer, but so much more is going on. Many people feel

We choose what we want to do, purchase or build in Second Life. Marketers and com-

* Ed.: http://happypixels.ca/2007/11/13/free-hugs-in-second-life/

panies that refuse to heal with us will inevitably fail. This has made many nervous, but

there is no need to be. There will always be people who want help with their marketing. They simply are demanding that marketers see that they are our equals. We need
to learn and grow from each other. Yes, the residents have marketed themselves much
better than marketers have to date. So, become a resident! Stop talking about conver-

Top 10 Reasons why
Marketers hate Second Life
(but really just hate themselves)

sations and actually start one! We all are selling and we are all buying. We can start
conversations in sincerity and integrity while still marketing ourselves. Just because

by Joseph Jaffe

marketing is there, it doesn’t negate the truth that we really do want to connect with
others. We are no better or worse than Second Life residents. It’s time we pick ourselves off the floor or fall off that high horse so that we can make true connections and

Ahead of tomorrow’s Virtual Thirst finale, I thought I would write a different kind of

learn from each other.

post...which isn’t directly in favor or against Second Life per se; nor is an endorsement
for or against Virtual Worlds; but rather an analogy using SL as a metaphor for change

So really, when I invite you to get a hug (or we go out and give them), I am being sin-

and emerging media and juxtaposing it against the mainstream marketing mentality.

cere. I may be trying to get my name out there too, but I will not coerce anyone into
business with me (I’m not sure that’s possible). In the meantime, I get to meet new

So here are my top 10 reasons why some (not all) marketers either don’t get Second

people! The hugs we give may not be ‘real’, but the emotions they evoke definitely are.

Life or don’t want to get it.
1. All brands are islands (as opposed to: no man is an Island)
Everybody got all tizzied up about building huge edifices of grandeur (brandeur?
hmmm), which became ghost towns...but no one ever stopped to ask WHY? The why
is simple. For the first time brands are finding out that they are unwelcome guests to
the party of life. In Second Life, they start out as Islands and need to figure out ways of
building bridges between themselves and their communities. Companies - like crayon
- recommended brands NOT to build Islands...but maybe, that was the wrong advice.
Building an Island was exactly the way to show marketers how uncool they really are.
It’s a cathartic and mandatory exorcism of arrogance and isolationist mentality.
2. Reach envy

Evelyne heads up One Up Marketing, where she dishes out hugs to her very stressed out
partner. You can usually find her in-world or blogging at http://happypixels.ca.

Second Life or any emerging media/platform is not and should not be looked at as a
reach play. If anything, it represents qualitative reach as its “residents” are comprised

of influencers, innovators and early adopters. Marketers and their mainstream agencies

6. The next big thing obsession

struggle to focus on “small” versus “big” when it comes to being all things to all people
and inevitably ending up as nothing to nobody. It’s hard to evaluate a new marketing

It’s borderline delusional and incredibly lemming-like to rush in and rush out based on

opportunity using old marketing metrics and yardsticks. The same applies to demo-

whatever it’s the favor of the moment. I’m struck by how influenced marketers are by

graphics....which are challenging when bald men are hot babes (see number 8)

the mainstream media that plays puppet-master in terms of advocating when the water
is too cold or too hot to enter. This, coupled with poor leadership from many agencies,

3. Your brand is not my friend

AND a constant unsettled desire to conquest “the next big thing” makes for a mess. Second Life was the Prom Queen that developed bad acne and now is being discarded and

Friendship is earned; conversation is permission-based...I could go on. Bottom line is

forgotten in favor of the next hottie? Come now.

that brands that just show up (often as party-crashers) to someone else’s party had better be the life of the party or they will be tossed out on their asses. Without taking the

7. Firewall blockage

time to listen and learn; to partner with the “locals”, brands become nothing more than
clumsy buffoons. Working with your customers as partners is quickly becoming a man-

The fact remains...most marketers (and journalists) have never set foot in Second Life,

datory in this day and age...

but dare to judge it or pass judgment on it based on hear-say and broken telephones.
This, coupled with the fact that EVEN IF THEY WANTED TO, they are prevented (dis-

4. Marketing as a contact sport

couraged?) from trying before they buy by a rigid, ancient and out of date corporate
infrastructure that frowns on change (see control is not an option) Marketers need to

What happens in Second Life....happens in REAL TIME. We’re not talking about LIVE

be living change (first hand) and putting pressure on those around them to do likewise.

+ 7 ratings here...reactions are instantaneous, unfiltered and 1000% honest and authentic. This is essentially part 2 of the Emperor without his clothes (see all brands are

8. Schizophrenia rules OK or is it KO?

Islands) where marketers cannot run and cannot hide and if they do, flying genitalia
will surely out them. Second Life is a true mash-up of the focus group and launch ini-

Hypocrisy seems to come bundled with being in marketing today. On one hand we

tiatives...and the fireworks that come out of the event are often community-generated,

frown on Second Life, but in the pharmaceutical industry for example, we go bananas

as opposed to marketer controlled.

with talking bees, luminous butterflies and other colorful personified germs that would
find a really comfortable home in a Virtual World. As marketers, we buy millions of

5. Control is not an option

dollars of television advertising, but when we get home we TiVo (zap) every single
spot. We refer to Second Life as a fantasy existence, but in reality isn’t our regular sta-

Second Life gives us a glimpse into a future where propaganda and programming are

tus quo more reminiscent of a fairy tale i.e. hoping for that happily ever after ending,

not at the discretion of the marketer anymore. The fork in the road clearly gives only

but refusing to exchange our wooden sword for something DIFFERENT as we go out

two options: deal with it or be consumed and destroyed by it.

to battle the fire-breathing dragon of change? In Second Life, men are women, brands
are bands, women are hot, boys are men and the list goes on. Deal with the dichotomy

people.
9. Rabbit holes are not great for people not called Alice
I wonder how Alice in Wonderland would have read if Alice had chosen to conduct
several rounds of primary research, focus groups, mined piles of syndicated data and
waited for critical mass before plunging into the unknown. Second Life is a panacea for
creativity and innovation and it is the rabbit hole that takes us into the real opportunity...virtual worlds and how THEY will transform the way we EXPERIENCE brands and
interact with them and of course, each other. Risk and experimentation are not mutually exclusive; insights and learnings are not inputs, but outcomes of this process.
10. One night stands are great if you’re a frat boy
Oh I’m sorry, I thought you wanted customers for life; I was misinformed that in fact
you just want people to BUY NOW on command. Second Life is a proving ground for
commitment and tenure. Tomorrow we conclude the Virtual Thirst program, which
technically has been 7 months - not in the making (and from a planning process, over a
year) - but in fact, in the doing. And after tomorrow, Virtual Thirst as an idea; an execution; and a distributed platform for experiencing the Coke Side of Life will live on...
forever....in world, on line and through the magic juice of Google. The real question is

“I wonder how many of the naysayers are even old
enough to remember when we were all talking to one
another on UseNet? No graphics, slow connections,
lots of disconnects, stack overload messages, etc. etc.
Then came the graphical user interfaces. More problems, slow uptake, high learning curves for the uninitiated. etc. etc.
“Every new level of technology has its start somewhere and the early adopters, particularly those who
have vision for the future, are usually vilified by those
who don’t have the same vision, or have clunky hardware, or think the user base is too small....it goes on
and on. Later, they (naysayers) are all online wondering why they are behind the curve.”

whether you have the stomach, stamina, effort, energy and inclination to be in it to win
it and to fight off laziness and lethargy that comes with trying get rich quick through
carpet bombing your audience into silent submission.
Look in the mirror. Embrace that dumpy reflection (both yours and your brands) and
then log-in-world and become a pioneer of the future. It’s way cooler than that miserable reflection staring back at you.

This article is reprinted with permission from Jaffe Juice (jaffejuice.com), Joseph Jaffe’s excellent new marketing blog. Joseph Jaffe leads a brave team over at Crayon (crayonville.com).

Dick Dillon, Clayton, MO
...in response to AdAge’s
“Newsflash: Second Life Still a Waste of Time, Money”
...which was itself a response to Joseph’s blog post.
Phew, conversations can get complex.

Why your company
needs to be in Second Life now
by John Wall

ogy is continuing to evolve. It was obvious for a small group at PARC that saw the first
graphical interface - they knew that there was an easier way to work with computers
rather than just typing text commands. Second Life is the same thing, clunky, yes, but a
look into new ways to interface with computers.
So now, everybody makes fun of the companies that jumped into SL in a big way, or
what appears to be a big way. This is an important point, Coke is probably spending
more than an entire 20-person company’s marketing budget, but it wouldn’t surprise

Like many people, I first registered for Second Life, cruised around for a couple of

me if they are spending less that 1% of their marketing budget. Here’s a Brain Buster -

weeks and haven’t been back in a long time. There are a number of reasons why many

How much are you spending on Marketing R&D?

users follow this path. Some find it confusing and difficult and give up. Others see a
lot of empty space and end up not becoming part of the community and leave for more

The risk averse are sitting around saying it’s too early to get in to SL. As I gaze into my

interesting online hobbies. As on online gamer I got on, said “Hmmm, not as much fun

crystal ball, it seems safe to bet on this:

as a networked game from 10 years ago, and I can’t kill anybody or blow anything up.”
Lags and crashes are not uncommon, especially if your machine is not up to snuff, so I

A couple of years go by and suddenly Third Life shows up. Maybe Linden rolls out the

wasn’t impressed with the overall experience. Lots of cool stuff to see, but limited in the

next big version, maybe somebody improves the existing paradigm. I log on, now I can

ability to generate huge crowds.

use a gamepad to drive around, and there’s a trusty flamethrower for only $2000L.
Next time some bozo shows up to interfere with my conversation or do something per-

My wife is at the wrong point on the hype cycle, she’s just tired of hearing about it and

verse - WHOOSH! A huge helping of J-Funk BBQ.

doesn’t want to hear about it any more (File under “Hater”).
The big crowd arrives. Now the nay-sayers say “We need to get a cross-functional tiger
So for all this complaining you’d think I would be laughing at companies such as Coca-

team to get into this virtual thingy” (I picture Dilbert’s boss doing this).

Cola, Sears, American Outfitters, and IBM that are pouring resources into empty islands on SL. But I’m not. Granted that some organizations are spending more than is

What happens next? Coca-Cola, American Outfitters etc. get their stuff ported and up

perhaps wise, and if you are looking for ROI in the next 3 years you will be disappoint-

in a week. The rest of the Fortune 500 put together a focus group to figure out what

ed.

they need to do now that they want to get in. Lo and behold, there’s a list of problems a
mile long:

The critical point is that 3D user environments are not going to go away. If you’ve ever

1. Who do we hire to build this?

been lost in an immersive experience such as a great multiplayer online game, online

2. What budget takes the hit?

gambling, playing with simulations such as SimCity or the Sims, or even just watching

3. Who is responsible for the upkeep? Marketing? Sales? IT? Support? Customer Ser-

an IMAX film you know that the face of entertainment and interaction with technol-

vice?

4. How do we account for this?
5. Can we add to this list by having an offsite focus group boondoggle that will take 1
week?
6. Who do we hire to manage the people we hired to build this?
7. What should this thing look like?
8. What are we trying to accomplish?
9. How will we know if we are doing it right?
10. Why is Bob’s office 2.5 cubic feet bigger than mine? We’re both VPs! (These are Forture 500 animals, mind you)
11. … continue list with 576 more items
This will be fodder for committees, focus groups, consultants, analysts, janitors, you
name it. This could take years in many companies, and it will in some.
There will also be a small group that goes in and looks like the US Olympic Basketball
Dream Team vs. St. Mary’s School for the Blind. They’re paying their dues now in Second Life.

“I used to be with
it, but then they
changed what ‘it’ was.
Now, what I’m with
isn’t it, and what’s
‘it’ seems weird and
scary to me.”
- Abe Simpson

This was reprinted, with permission, from John Wall’s blog, Ronin Marketeer
(www.roninmarketeer.com). He is Marketing Programs Manager at AccuRev.

Second Life
and Web 2.0

Web 2.0 has been the hot
term on the net for the
last few years.
With the growth of social networks, participatory sites like YouTube, and online applications like Google docs, the digital landscape seems to be expanding beyond the speed
of our imaginations. Add Second Life to the mix and it’s easy to feel overwhelmed. And
just when you feel like you understand the technology we begin the struggle of under-

Understanding Why One is a Symptom of the Other

standing the users and how to reach them for marketing and advertising.
Things have changed online. Websites which act like digital product brochures simply
aren’t adequate to grow a business. Consumers expect far more than flat product information. They expect more because they can compare your company’s message with
the messages offered by companies who understand how the web has changed. Our
competitors are not just the companies who make similar products or offer similar servicess. We now compete with their web savvy, with rapidly advancing technologies, and
with the shrinking patience and attention spans of potential customers. Time to get in
the groove and get a grip on what’s going on. Let’s break it down.
First, let’s understand what Web 2.0 really is then let’s examine how Second Life, one
of the most cutting edge marketing tools available, fits into that picture.
Tim O’Reilly coined the term web 2.0 and wrote a “concise” definition that I find overwhelming and more complicated than necessary. 2.0 can really be boiled down to four
ideas:

by Sarah “Intellagirl Tully” Robbins

1. Prosumer: Producer + Consumer. Tools that facilitate and allow consumers
to become producers as well. Think about sites such as YouTube and Wikipedia which would be empty if not for prosumer generated content.

2. Social: Rather than surfing alone we now connect with other people

4. Be ready for change. Just like the rest of the Internet, Second Life changes

through social networking sites (Facebook etc) and share resources (Google

on a constant basis. This isn’t a reason to be unnerved; it’s a reason to cel-

docs etc).

ebrate, adapt, and grow.

3. Distributed: Applications don’t live on a hard drive any more. They live on-

5. Don’t advertise to people. Advertise with them.

line, on remote servers, and get updated and improved on a constant basis.
4. Application Program Interface (API): Sites now have mechanisms that allow one database to “shake hands” with another to create brand new mash-

Second Life’s landscape of user-generated content makes it the perfect environment in
which to take the advantage of Web 2.0 for the maximum marketing impact.

up applications that do more than any one application could do alone.
Naysayers may taut that Second Life is empty, that there is no tangible return on in-

All of this results in consumers
who expect more.

vestment when using Second Life, or that marketing there is wholly ineffective. Rest
assured that these views are solely the views of people who truly don’t understand how
web 2.0 has changed our world and the way we communicate with each other and with
customers. Those who understand and embrace the change will succeed. In Second Life
and in other technologies.

More information, more entertainment, more interaction, more corporate transparency, and, above all, more input. More input into the products they buy, the companies
they support, and the communities surrounding those products and services. This is
where Second Life shines.
Smart Second Life marketers make the most of the web 2.0-ness of Second Life. Here’s
how:
1. Don’t create a 3D brochure for a product/service. Create an experience. Create a space in which consumers can feel that they are part of your corporate
culture (which had better be cool, by the way).
2. Don’t over plan the space. If you build it out to the nth degree there’s no
space for your community to contribute. Encourage the prosumer to add to
the space, to improve and add to what you have created.
3. Don’t create a ghost town. Be there. Plan events, create a community, and
plan on being in the space. Don’t just build it and expect it to run itself.

Sarah “Intellagirl Tully” Robbins is the Director of Emerging Technologies at Media Sauce, Carmel IN where she spends her days translating the geeky side of things into ideas that everyone can understand, embrace, and make use of. She is also the coauthor of Second Life for

Our New
Competition

F

or those of us who market real-world products on a day-to-day basis, we’re
slowly starting to wrap our heads around the idea of “markets are conversations” and “co-creation”. We think that user-generated content is a good thing,

but might not be quite sure how to use it. And, oh my, there are so many new channels!
It’s a good thing everyone is as overwhelmed as we are, right?
Wrong.
Your fellow marketers that you see sitting around the room at a conference or gracing
the pages of Marketing Magazine or AdAge may be in the same boat that you’re in. But
you know who isn’t? Indigenous fashion* marketers from Second Life. The good ones

Indigenous Fashion Marketers in Second Life

are doing an exceptional job marketing a virtual product. And if they ever decide to
take their mad marketing skillz and set their eyes on real-world marketing, we are all in
trouble!
This series of articles is intended to do three things:

Part 1

1. Show you the wide variety of marketing channels that can be used in Second Life
to get the word out about your product or service
2. Give you some best-in-class examples to check out and emulate
3. Issue a wake-up call! There are people who live, breathe and can harness the
digital channel much better than we can. Time for us to get going. As Steve Levy
from Ipsos-Reid said recently at the Canadian Marketing Association’s Digital
Marketing Conference, “It’s time to get off the fence!”
At the end of each section is also an “Action Item”. If you are truly interested in learning about Second Life as an example of a powerful virtual world, the only way to do it is
try it out.

by Kate Trgovac

In this first article, we’ll explore how SL fashion marketers handle three key elements of
marketing: Product Development, Product Launch and the Retail Environment.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Your Action Item: spend some time visiting high-end and low-end shops in your virtual world of choice. There are quality differences and nuances. Start to pay attention.

Like First Life, there are a lot of sub-optimal products in Second Life fashion. Clothing
made with poorly defined textures (the “fabric” that the piece of clothing is supposed to
be made of); articles of clothing whose seams don’t match or whose hems aren’t fin-

PRODUCT LAUNCH

ished. First and foremost – you need to have a quality product, one that is worth marketing. So, to show you an example of the product range, here are two pictures: one is a

Like every retailer or product designer, SL fashion designers take their product launch-

poorly made outfit and the other is a work of art.

es very seriously – especially after they’ve invested all that time making a quality product. They want to get avatars into stores and excited about their wares … and ultimately, buying their creations. For a launch (or even just an announcement like a sale)
there are a few key tactics that good fashion marketers employ:
1. Group Announcements
In Second Life, you can have a group. Think of it like a mailing list on steroids. You
can send messages, have officers, hold votes – all kinds of fun stuff. Most fashion designers have their own group that they send announcements to. But there are also
themed groups (e.g. Fashion Consolidated, a group for designers to announce their new
lines) where multiple people can make announcements. Within an announcements are
two key elements:
(1) The summary. Something pithy that catches your attention and summarizes
what the release is about.
(2) An attachment. Group announcements can have an attachment (like an

So, we’re dealing with designers, product managers and/or marketers who know good

email) and it is most often a notecard. A notecard is (essentially) a text file

products from bad. If they themselves are the actual designer, they are using high-end

where you can include more detailed information about the products, your

tools like Maya, a piece of software used by animation studios to create 3D animation.

stores policies, event information – basically anything you want. You can

They are savvy at creating quality as well as eschewing the craptastic. This expertise

also embed things in the card: pictures, landmarks and objects.

will help in advising clients on virtual world partners as well as being able to navigate
the fickle expectations of the most influential audiences in Second Life.

(a) Including a picture of your item lets your customers know what
you’re selling and the variety of colours/styles you have.
(b) Including a landmark lets people get to you.

(c) Objects are often a sample (known as a “demo”) of what a designer’s
new product is or is a free version of the item .. a gift that a designer

savvy marketer can use to make a compelling statement about their product. Good designers (and fashion marketers) use these tools to drive interest, sales and loyalty.

will give their group as a reward for their interest/loyalty.
2. Launch events
New fashion or skin lines are a great excuse for a fashion show, just like in RL. A number of designers will hold fashion shows at the start of a new “season” to show off their
new line. These can be small affairs, held informally on a designer’s own land or storefront. Or they can be lavish invitation-only events held on themed sims with exclusive
giveaways and top-notch DJ’s (a major draw in SL).
3. New display items in store
Some of the stores in Second Life are very large. If you’re sending out announcements
about new products and want avatars to teleport in and find your new stuff quickly, you
might want to set up a “new product” area. Good designers (especially hair designers
whose product SKUs might run into the hundreds) have an area set aside where they
feature the products they’ve just gotten you excited about in their announcement and
notecard. Gets avatars in and out – no fuss, no muss.

A note about loyalty … currently, Second Life avatars can only belong to 25 groups.
And there are groups for everything in Second Life, not just fashion. So avatars often
move in and out of groups; if a more exciting group comes along, they will drop an old
one. One way to keep your customers loyal and remain in one of their 25 slots is to give
them freebies.
So, within the context of a group announcement, there are a number of tools that the

Group announcements, launch events and special display areas are in-world tactics.

3. Photo groups

But good fashion marketers also have Out-of-World tactics firing at the same time.
Savvy designers want to get their products as much exposure as possible. Most de1. Designer Blogs

signers use a number of photo-sharing sites to post photos of their new product lines.
Some are SL-specific like Snapzilla and others are standard services like Flickr or Pho-

First and foremost, most designers have their own blog. Products are launched on their

tobucket.

blogs, sometimes with a sneak peek or a “coming soon” announcement so that avatars
can plan their shopping.

Action Items:
First, join a group. Compare types of announcements – which ones want to make you
visit the store immediately and which ones do you delete without opening? Second,
start a group (it only costs $100 linden (about 68 cents USD)). Play around with the
tools … send yourself an announcement, create a notecard. Explore the potential of the
medium.
Second, check out a few designer blogs as well as SL fashion press blogs. Note the dynamics between them as well as the lengths both sides of the equation go to state their
review policies. Transparency has become the expectation for the SL fashion industry
because of some of the drama. It is worth noting how different bloggers encourage the
transparency.

RETAIL EXPERIENCE
2. Review copies

I’ve always been envious of merchandisers, window dressers and other folks who generally make the retail environment a positive one. Even if you’re using a planogram,

SL fashion marketers, like RL fashion marketers, also hit the press circuit. There are a

it’s still a fair bit of work. Designers and shop owners in Second Life are constantly on

number of fashion bloggers who receive advance review copies of new products to gen-

the lookout for ways to make their retail environments a positive, unique experience

erate interest and buzz. And like RL, these review copies can cause their share of dra-

for their customers. These efforts range from unique store “themes” (Victorian castles

ma (Who gets them, who doesn’t? If I get one, do I have to blog about it? Can I ask for

for goth and period clothing), ensuring ceilings are high to take advantage of an avatars

a review copy?) among fashion bloggers. But the right mention on the right SL fashion

ability to move along 3 axes and streaming appropriate music into the locale.

blog can absolutely make a designer’s career and livelihood.

And this says nothing of the effort that goes into merchandising the actual product displays:
• A hair designer who is showing the fifty colours and combos of her different hairstyles;
• The clothing designer who wants to highlight her gift cards;
• The skin designer who is showcaseing multiple makeup styles in multiple skin tones.
It’s all about making your product look good and compelling (isn’t it always) as well as
easy to purchase.
This actually speaks to the more technical aspects of product merchandising in Second Life … choosing the type of vendor (buying mechanism) in SL. Smaller shops may
choose to use a single-panel “all in one” vendor where a customer scrolls through the
different products available. Larger shops display images of the product on the wall,
with a single vendor per product. Other designers use a combo where you buy a product by clicking on a picture of it, but are then offered different choices through interactive menus.
And then there is my favourite example of merchandising: Paper Couture’s display
room. Their clothing appears on actual racks which is where you purchase it from.
This was the mechanism that American Apparel should have used, but they instead had
both racks of clothes as well as displays on the wall – very odd.
Finally, a customer’s retail experience is often defined by the customer service they
receive. In SL, customer service runs the gamut from a simple online-status indicator
(e.g. designer is online or offline, so you can send an IM (Instant Message) or a notecard for later) to always staffed stores, with customer service reps trained and in uniform. And a few higher-end stores are offering private viewings of elite collections in
low-lag environments.

Your Action Item: visit a few different
shops in Second Life. Experiment with
buying an item from the different types of
vendors. Understand the user experience
and how it impacts the transaction process as well as the brand impression. Note
how easy/difficult it was to get help if you
needed it.

NEXT TIME
OK, so we’ve covered product development and launch, plus the importance and
impact of the retail environment. And
you’ve got quite a bit of homework. So get
to it!
Next time, we’ll cover advertising – how
SL fashion marketers continue to get the
word out, after the launch, with both inworld and out-of-world tactics – and strategic partnerships – how SL fashion mavens come together in-world to produce
something special as well as how they are
partnering with RL brands.

Kate Trgovac heads up Reinvent! Communications, blogs at My Name is Kate (designated a “Must Read” blog by Marketing
Magazine), and is also the publisher of One
Degree, penned by leading digital marketers
in Canada.

Want To Learn More About
Second Life Or Other Virtual
Worlds First Hand?
Reinvent! Communications
specializes in introducing
marketers to the possibilities of
Second Life and other worlds.
Sign up for a Second Life Tour
with Reinvent! We’ll take you
(and a few of your colleagues if
you desire) on a tour of Second
Life to mix and mingle with the
natives. You’ll start to
understand how Second Life
works as well as get a glimpse
of the opportunities for your
brand.
A few Second Life tours are
being held in December – book
now! Or get on the schedule
for January 2008. Email kate@
reinvent.ca if you’d like to arrange a tour for you or your
marketing team.

A Buyer’s Guide
to Virtual Retailing

‘Virtual retailing’ is a buzz-word
being used a lot at the moment.
But what exactly is it? In its base form, virtual retailing is defined as ‘using a digital
virtual environment to facilitate and create a purchase’. However, as about to be explained, virtual retailing has several facets.
Here are the K Zero definitions of the different types of virtual retailing…
1. Metabrand pureplay

Part 1

This refers to the process of selling virtual products in a virtual world. In this instance,
there is no link or reference to a real-world product. In fact, there is no real world product at all - the offering is purely virtual addressing a consumption need purely in the
virtual space. The terms Metabrand and Metabranding were invented by K Zero and
now commonly used to describe virtual products.
Importantly, with metabrand pureplays, the purchase transaction occurs in-world, not
via a website. And, the purchase mechanic is instant. No logging into an account (because you’re already logged in). Gratification is instant too - in this scenario, the product is delivered instantly. You pay, you get.
And at present, it’s the owners of virtual worlds that are enabling and providing this
instant payment mechanic. However, it will not be long before real world financial services companies want a piece of this action.

by Nic Mitham
Some might think that metabrand pureplays are niche in terms of the types of products
available in a virtual world. Not so. In Second Life alone, there’s almost 250,000 individual products or sets of products available for purchase. And these products cross
several different categories. The graph below (data sourced from SLExchange - ex-

plained later) shows at a top level the categories containing virtual goods in SL.

2. Static merchandising

The demand for avatar personalisation can be clearly seen in the graph above. Just like
in the real world, people want to express their individuality via their digital self.
Furthermore, people (women more than men) like to have different outfits and appearances for different occasions or situations. The virtual onion can be peeled down another layer….in this instance, showing the sub-categories of metabrands available within
the womens apparel segment.

This is the area some real world brands are mistakingly looking hardest at. Virtual merchandising relates to displaying real world product images in a virtual store. Although
many companies think this is virtual retailing, it is the weakest application of it. And of
all five of the categories explained, this is the one that offers the lowest level of engagement and sales conversion.
Why? Because a really crucial point with virtual retailing is this - if the experience and
process is better delivered via another channel (such as an e-commerce website) then
what’s the incentive to use virtual retailing? If there’s no added value in place, then it’s
highly unlikely to be a revenue stream worth pursuing for the foreseeable future.

Disappointingly in this context, the attributes of virtual worlds (collaboration, interac-

shoppers inside it means visitors can see where people are gathering - which products

tion and on-the-fly customisation for example) are not being maximised (or even con-

or shop areas they are drawn to. Traffic pattern rules also apply to virtual worlds. It will

sidered in some instances) and the perception that the ‘coolness’ of having a ‘virtual

be interesting to see how Kinset leverages this theme.

store’ is sufficient to drive response and sales. I would argue that this is a short-term
strategy with limited upside for real world brands looking to penetrate the virtual retailing marketplace.
Interestingly, static merchandising in its execution is actually ironic. Why? Because virtual worlds are 3D environments. Displaying a real world picture in a 2D picture format
is an under-utilisation of available resources.

Static merchandising can be broken down into two categories depending on the treatment of the imagery. In one format, 2D displays typically with white backgrounds in
virtual worlds can be used to show a flat image of the product (a real world picture), as
shown in the image above.
The other way, the most popular method of presenting products in Second Life, shows
a 3D image of the product. So, a 3D image presented in a 2D manner in a 3D world.
Still with me?
Perhaps the saving grace for static merchandising is not how the product is displayed,
but where it is displayed. Having products presented in a virtual store with multiple

Metabrands can get away with using this approach because the products they are sell-

ing are virtual in the first place. Real world companies have a harder challenge.

3. Dynamic merchandising
Creating 3D representations of real world products and using them as the prime focus
for a retail transaction is called dynamic merchandising. Both metabrands and real
world products can use this technique to sell.
We’re yet to see significant activity in this area, as from a consumer perspective this is a
concept that ‘you need to get your head around’.
Although the pricing point is arguably too high in virtual terms and therefore is not
currently offered, a good demonstration of dynamic merchandising would be Hublot,
shown below.

In terms of the payment mechanic, metabrands take payments obviously in-world.
However, the vast majority of real world products need to be payed for by taking a hyperlink to a corresponding e-commerce enabled website. Surely these companies need
to start considering taking payments for
real world products with virtual world currencies.
Taking this concept a stage further, as long
as an avatar user profile contained personal data - email address for delivery of digital goods and a postal address for delivering physical items then large opportunities
exist for companies looking to exploit this
lucrative business model (mental note:
must speak to a vc about this).

1-800 Flowers was one of the first real-world companies to experiment with dynamic
merchandising.

So, putting this into a real world context, if a virtual environment can present a real
product better than a print ad or brochure then marketers need to consider this option.

4. Inbound advertising
Although currently the reserve of metabrands, inbound advertising - using websites to
initiate and drive virtual retailing could be a potential option for real world companies.
Already there are platforms (websites) available offering this service. SLexchange and
OnRez both have listings and purchase mechanics in place to facilitate the purchase of
virtual products.
These sites show the actual products using static merchandising.

5. Two-tone retailing

From a pricing perspective, giving the virtual version away for free is a smart move for
retailers, after all, the income (at present) from the real world exceeds metaverse rev-

Two-tone virtual retailing involves having two different versions of a product.

enue streams.

The first, the real-world product is available to purchase in the real-world. Payment can

The virtual retailing map is shown below. As shown, the sweetspot strategy for real

(and should) be available both in-world and via e-commerce. The second, the virtual

world companies wishing to use virtual worlds as a retailing channel has to focus on

offering is dynamic merchandising fully exploiting the attributes of virtual worlds to

making virtual versions of their products and bring them to live. Interactivity and easy

bring the product to life.

engagement are key themes to focus on.

The newly launched Canada Post venue in SL demonstrates this approach in the Sky
Mall shop.

And the (seemingly long time ago) launch of the Adidas store in Second Life featuring
the Microride gave us a insight into how this technique can be used.

Nic Mitham heads up K Zero, where he conducts some of the finest research on virtual
worlds available. You can find him at www.kzero.co.uk.
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Are you active in virtual worlds? Do you have
a passion for marketing? If the answer is yes,
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